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Abstract

.... Report of a study of a simulated maintenance task in which

subjects worked under two different sets of expectation. In the

high job structural attribute conditign subjects were told that
.

the maintenance task was high in responsibility, feedback, and

the opportunity to learn new skills. Iri the low job structural

attribute condition, they were told that the task was low on these

...

attributes. However, subjects in both conditions completed the

.

same* physical tapk during the-experimental 'session. The results

indicated that those psychologically manipulated expectations.of

> , ,

task structural,attributes moderated 'the relationships".)etween ability

measures and both quantity.and.quality, of performance and task

satisfaction.
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Introduction

Substantial interest and concern currently exists regarding

the process and consequences of_job design programs inorganiza-

tions., Early practitiohers, following scientifi9 management

(Taylor, 1911), concentrated on identifying the _one best,way to

design jobs consistent with the constraining physical capacities

or of the Workers. In contrast, the human relatils movecent
,

`(Herzberg, 1966; Walker & Guest, 1952) assumed that individual

differences would not interact with task characteri.stics. There-

fore, these proponents emphasized the benefits for all of enlarged

versus simplified jobs. More comprehensive job design investi-

gations'have fo&ised on outcomes resulting framfrthe interaction

of task characteristics and either sociological group differences

(Turner & Lawrence, 1965) Or individuals' perceptions of their

desires for higher order need satisfaction "(Hackman & Lawler,

19F1).

Past investigations have typically failed to incorporate

and examine .a substantive range of individual abilities and

personality/preference measures as they interact with task

characteristics in producing organizational and individual"

qutccims. 'Although the consequential interaction of'subject

and situational variables has" been` recognized (Scott, 1967),

limited models, incorporating only selected subsets.ok'these

potentially relevant variables have typically en employed.

Recent investigations (Rose, Fingerman,'Wheaton, Eisner &

,
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Icrardei-r,.1974) provided evidence indi-catihp_that different ability
e , .

. .

rOfiles are associ,ated with Clesirable performance acrossA'iaria-.
e-

A .

tions in manipulated tas -acterrs ics Fin gerrAn, Eisner,t'
. '4' ------7-: -

.- ----:---- ,
. Ro5e,. Wheaton, and Cohen (1975) also have found diffeenc:gs---in_l_______

..

the abilities which relite to performance a§a function of
.

variations an ,task characteristics.; in explanation, Fingerm an
f- '

.

et al: (1970 have argued that variations in certain task

characteristics change the properties of johis. such that-sub-

jects alter their approaches.for dealing with thoSe'tasks.
y.

_ These task variations and result:ing strategy' changes are believed
. . ..

.

to nJetsitate variations in abilities in order to achieve,

positive productive' outcomes.

Controlled experimental work has also been noticeably

lacking in the job deign field (Barrett, Dambrot & Smith, 1975) .

The laboratory study described in ;this report ha's addressed

these past weaknesses by.measuring. a wide range of individual

differences for two psychologically maniptilated job design leVe'ls.

The job structural variables of responsibility, feedback, and,'
%

learning new skills were selected for manipulation based on an-
,

earlier literature'revi.ew and'field study information indicating

their perceivedimportance for maintenance task indUmbents

(Barrett, Bass, e'Connor, Alexander, Forbes, & Cascio, 1975).

The research'has foCused on determining the individual' char-

acteristics a'ssociated with performance and work satisfaction'

on a task designed to be seen as low in job structural attributes'..

by one group'ar the same task designed'to be perceived as

high in job structural attributes for a second. group of subjects.
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The study examines both single and multiple associations. of

quantity, quality, and satisfaction with individual differences

in ability, personality and preference measures under thedetwo

manipulated job characteristic,conditions. Findings-encompass

both direct relationships among individual difference and out-

come variableS- and associations of subject characteristics with

decrements in performance over time.

It was expected that different combinations of individual

attributes would be predictive of Performance and satisfaction on

the two tasks (Barrett, Forbes, Alexander, O'Connor & Balascoe,
4

1975,"Fingeritan et al., 1975; Rose et al., 1974). Further

efforts were focused on identifying profiles of individual

differences which related to preferences for task characteristics

and to the manner in which subjects describe] the manipulated

tasks.

Method

Subjects

The subjects were 60 (26 male and 34 female) undergraduate

students from the University pf Akron who volunteered to parti-

cipate in a psychology experiment for $2.00 per hour. Students,

'after responding to an advertisement in the school newspaper,

were divided into two experimental groups, ten males and 20

females in the low condition and16 males and 14 females in

the highcondition.

Experimental Criterion Task

While working On the experimental tasks, subjects were

Seated at one of four booths located side by side. Each booth

2
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provided a workihg surface-measuring 62 x 120 cm. placed 75 cm.

above the floor. Each booth was enclosed (front and both sides)

by wood partitionS 214 cm. high with the sid partitions ex-

.tending 60 cm. back from the'vjorking surface, making it diffi-',

cult for any subject to determine the rate at which -other

individuals were working. Participants were seated on Sof*

swivel armless chairs approximately-52 cm. above the floor.

In addition to containing the experimental materials described

r.
below, each work surface-cont-ined a seven-button response

console.

The experimental task consksted of lotating malfunctioning

..
components .(cards with an incorrect pattern of holes in one of

fifteen punched colum4s) in each of a series of.computer card ...

, -.,

`decks representing simulated electropics equipment. Each deck

consisted of 10 green "Malfunction ,Symptom Cards," 240 white
el

"Component" cards, and 240 blue "Circuit; cards. Eacl*card was

identified by a four-column letter/nuMber combination punched

and printed in the left-hand columns. The-remainder of each

card, although punched, contained no prfi.nted information.

Each of the green Malfunction Symptom Cards had three holes

punched in each of 15 randomly chosen columns.while the Fhite

component and blue circuit cards had tWo holes and one hole

respectively, punched in each of 15 randomly chosen columns,

For all cards, the pattern of punches inserted in any given '

column were also chosen randomly.

Twenty-seven 490-card decks were prepared for each of the

four work booths before experimental data was collected. For

1 I,
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each booth, all; these decks were identical with the exception

ofa varying series of error cards inserted in'each deck. While

all decks contakied4errors in four of the 10 green cards, one

of each, six -deck sequence presented to subjects contained no

incorgect punches in either the white 6r blue sections. The

remaining five decks in each six-deck sequence contained between_
--

two and six error cards distributed throughout the whit? and

blue sections. Randomization, within the sequential constraints

outlined 'above, .was ernp)oyed in distributing the numbei of error

cards withideach six-deck pattern.

Although the white cards worked on in each booth differed,-

the variations were random. Held constant across subjects were

the sequence of decks'preseted as determined by the number of
.

error cards involved, the number of. cards per deck, and the

location within decks of each error card insterms of its di§tance

from the front of'its deck,,and number of other cards requiring

previous attention befg-e it could be located. iThe grep, N
A

white, and blue sections of all decks presented to all subjects

were identical with the exception of the inserted series of

planned errors discussed above. In addition, the four 310 -

card pink equipment test decks provided (one .per subject) were

similar for all subjects containing correct pink copies of the

-10 green and 240 blue card section. The pink test deck, however,

contained cards comparable only to those white components each

subject needed to perform hiS special area of maintenance work.

Experimental Design

The design consisted of two levelsof job structural

attributes. In the low job structural attribute condition.,

IC
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participants were given a'task with psychologically manipulated

low levels of responsibility, feedback,,and opportunity to

learn new-skills. In the high job structural attribute treat-
! cr 2

meat, it was suggested that substantive amounts o:. these attri-

butes were gresent. These manipulationsCwerepresent-ed as part

of the written task instructidns (Appendix M reinforced by

megSage cards inserted in equipment decks and further emphasized

by written comments read by the experimenter'eturing training.

Responsibility was manipulated by-inddating to participants

in the lov condition that they-could correct malfunctions in only

a limited subsection of the total equipment decks making them

only partially accountable for Whether malfunctions were fully

repaired. In.contrast, high condition stjects we're led to

believe-that they were fully responsiblelfw whether malfunctions

were corrected since they had the expertise and test equipment

needed to cope with ,any potential rialfunctions,..

Feedback was manipulated by informingjow attribute parti-

cipants that the extensive time required to test thesuggested
1

repairs in' all equipriientlFecks made it impossible to provide

them with feedback cilT.their performance. HigJ job structural

attribute subjects, however, were instructed that the jobs

they examined could be tested immediately upon cditipetion.of

maimtenance work and that they would thereforebe provided

with information regarding the amount. and quality of their

perforAance relative to other subjects.
4

17
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7

The 'low level of learning new skills was. induced. by

informing student subjects that the task they were about to

perform was routine and repetitive in nature, making it im-

probable that they would learn anything that would be useful

to them in their personal lives. In contrast, h.l.gh condition

participants were informed that the job provided a unique

apportunity to learn a valuable systematic approach to problem

solving which could De generalized to other.areas of their

personal lives.

Procedure

Subjects reported on three consecutive days.for three

phases of the experiment. On the first day, subjects were

given a test battery designed to measure general and specific

"abilities, as well as personality variables, work orientation,

motivation, and preferences for job attribu7,s. Specifically,.

the test battery consisted of the Wesman Personnel Classifica-

Lon Test ( Wesman, 1965), the GrOup EMbedded Figures. Test

(Witkin, Oltman, Raskin & Karp, 1971), the Maudsley4Personality

Inventory (Knapp, 1962), the Hand Skills Test (Kipnis, 1962),

the Protestan't Ethic Scale (Blood, 1969), the ,Job Orientation

Inventory (Blood, 1973), the !lob Attitude Scale (Saleh, 1964,"
_

1971), the Orientation Inventory (Bass, 1967,.the Survey of.

"N\ Work Values (Wollack, GoodaIe, Wijting & Smith, 1971)r.the

Picture Arrangement Test (Tompkins & Miner, 1957), and a

Biographical Information Blank and Future Autobiography

described in Barrett, Bass, O'Connor, Alexander, Forbes, and

Cascio (1975).

4,
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On the second day, subjects were given the Rod and Frame

Test (Witkin, Lewis, Hertzman,.!:lachovere Meissner & Wapner,

1954) and the Attribute Preference Scale, a measure of pref-

erence forjob structural atribttes (Barrett, Bass, O'Connor,

Alexander, , Forbes & Cascio, 1875). They were then seated at

their booths and given the instructions for the maintenance

'task.

;

As' initia). training, subjects read a 1,6-page Task Procedure

Booklet which contained all information necessary to complete

the task; along"with introductory,and concluding sections pre-'

senting the psychological manipulation of responsibility, feed-
.

back, and learning rew skills.

After reading the, Task Procedure Booklets, participants

worked their way thif.ou.jh twootypical example jobs underthe

guidance of the experimenter. The written instructions read

.aloud by the experiffenter during this part. of the training

'"session contained restatements of the critical information

needed by the participants to complete the tasks as well as

keinfor'eed emphasis'of the manipulations employed. Following

the approach suggetedby Aronson and-Carlsmith (1968), thp

! t-
experimenter attempted to insure that the'%participants possessed -

at least the minimuM understanding of the instructions needed

to complete work on ;the jobs presented. -When necessary, special

instructions or deMppstrations were provided an attempt to

achieve this needed' minimum' level of competence.

Tie actual experimental task was, run on the'third day

Participants were seated at their booths and given a four-2minute'

19

9
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. .

version Of the Hand Skills Test (Kipnis,'1962). They then were

asked to review the task instructions and remove their watches

while working on the task.

During the three-hour experimental session, participants

worked at their own chosen pace while searching for malfunCtions

)
in the simulated` electronics equipment represented by.computer

card decks. The experimenter's task included maintaining a

backlog of between one and three jobs to be worked on for each

subject.

Detection of malfunctioKis in equipment decks required

adherence'to the multistage procedure described in the task

procedure instructions. Errors detected were recorded by the

participants on "YroblemS Detected Sheet's" (Appendix E). The

rate at which participants worked was also recorded throughout,

the three-hour sessions. Participants -provided this information

C

by pressing button 1 on their response button console when they

began each job and button 7 when they finished each job. The

resulting information was prese;Ved on a Lafayette Recorder

(Model 76103) for later analysis'.

Magnitude estimations of the amount of time spent working

on individual jobs were collected during the fifth, ninth,

thirteenth, and nineteenth jobs. Subjects were stopped six

minutest' two minutes, *four minutes, and five minutes into the

four respective jobs. A value of 10 was assigned to the four

minute they had spent working on the Hand Skills Test at the

begin ing of the session, and the participants were asked to

assig a relative value to the time they felt they had spent

worki g on the currnt job.

a

1
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Following completion of the maintenance task, the following

measures of job perception and satisfaction were taken: the

Work Scale of the Job Descriptive Index (Smith, Kendall & Hulin,

1969), the Work Itself /Work Environment Questionnaire JCascio,

1973), and the Attribute Description' Scale, developed for this

research (Barrett, Bass, O'Connor, Alexander, Fat-6es & Cascio, .

1975). Subjects in the low condition were given no infovation

regarding performance. Those in the high condition were told -

that their performance was very good., above average, or average

for both quantity and quality separately. This was-done after

all post-experimental measures-had beentaken.

Results

Table 1 shows the comparison of performance measures for

the low job structural attribute condition and the high job

structural attribute condition. The only difference approaching

significance was-the average time between jobs with participants

in the high condition taking less time.

Manipulation checks are shown in Tables 2 and 3. For the

Work Itself/Work Environment Questionnaire, shown in Table 2,

both the feedback and learning new skills,attributes were

perceived to be significantly higher, as ex ected, in the

high job structural attribute condition., In 'addition, the

sum of the three manipulated attributes was significantly

Filcher in the high condition.



Table

Comparison of Criteria Measures-by Conditiona

Criteria Y

.

Standard
Mean DeviaWn

11

Number. of jobs,Completed

High Condition

Low Condition

Average Time Per Job (seconds)

High Condition

Low Condition

Average Time Bet'weeil Jabs

High Condition

Low COndition.

14.87 3.01

14.33 3.49.

683.90

729.67

(seconds)

14.39

18.77

134.85

194.83

6.67

10.16

Work Satisfaction

High Condition 12.93 7:58'
c

Low Condition 12.97 8.90

Errors Cori-ectly Detectedb
..

1
High Cdndition 4.03 1.04

Low Condition '4.10 .84

.63.

T

1.06

1.0

.02

.28

a n = 30 for each group.

b Number of errors detected as a function of number of

errors available foi detection.

I

22
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Table 2

Descriptions on Work Itself/Work Environment by ConditionA,

be cribed: ,

Low Condition, nigh Condition

Standard Standard
Mean Deviation Mean Deviation

s

Responsibility 2.78 1.02 2.60 1.24 .62

Feedback, 1.78 1.06 2.55 1.30 2.50**

Learning'New Ski s 1:37 .51 1.80 /1.01 2.11*

Sum of 5.93 2.07 / 6.95 2.58 1.68*
Responsibility, /

Feedback,,and
Learning New skills

a
n = 30 for each group.

* Ee..05 (one-tailed test).

** 24.01 (one -tail test) .

2

1

41
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Table 3

.Descriptions on Attribute Description'Scale by Conditiona

. ,

Described:

......

Low Condition

.Standard
Mean Deviati9n

1

High Condition

Standard
Mean ! Deviation

4
t

Responsibility 30.27 13.65 36.67 10.39 2.04*

Feedback 25.13 . 9.79 29.47 8-93 ,1.79*

Learning New Skills 18.83 10.16 23.20 17.4,0 1.19
.

Sum of 74.23 27.79. - 89.34 27.75 2.11*
Responsibility,
Feedback, and
Learning New Skills

.

a
.'11 = 30 for each group.

* 2.< .05 (one-tailed test).

it

7

t

.,
_go
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Comparable data, is shown in Table 3 for the Attribute

Description Scal indicating that responsibility, feedback,

and the sum of the attributes were perceived to besignifi-'

cantly higher in the hi0 condition-. A comparison of Tables 2

and 3 indicates that these two instruments were differentially

sensitive to the manipulated attribute.

The summary of'the analysis of variance for the Criterion

measure of average time between jobs is presented in Table 4.

A significant difference in time between jobs' is shown as a

'function of time on the:task. Examination of mean data eveals

a curvilinear pate111- in which:participants tend to spend less

time between jobs during the firstiand third'hours.

A summary of analysis of variance for the number of jobs

completed is s1iown in Table 5. Again, there was no significant

difference between conditions, but the difference for hours'

was significant.^ Rebults indicate a tendency for the partiCi-. -

pants to complete fewer jobs during the third hour.

No significant differences were found.in average-time per ,

job or errors Coirrectly identified as a function of conditions,

hours, or condition by hours interactions.

The intercorrelations among the,dependent measures are

shown in Appendix C.' As expected, the number of jobs c

was highly related to the average time taken per job.

ete'd
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.Analysis of Variance for'AverAge TimeBetween Jobs

By Condition6and By. -Hour.

15

Source of Variation df SS MS

Total

Between Subjects (S)

179

59

23880.303

14095.139

Treatmeht ConditiOn (C) 1 f 896.459 896.459. 3.,94

S within C 58 13198.680 227.563,

Within Subject's . 120 , 9785.164

Hours (H) , 2 504.795 252.,398 3.30*

C x H t 399.045 199.523 2.61

H within C. 116 8881.324 76.563

* E<.05.

4
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Table 5

Analysis of Varj.ance for the Numberof Jobs Completed

Source Of Variation

By'Condition:and By

df SAS

Hour.

F

Total 179' .4332.696
AO

Between Subjects.(S) 59 3308.766

Treatment Condition (6) 1 *22.756 22.756 .40

S within C , 58 3286.010 56.655

Within S : 120 1023.932
A

Hours (H) 2 66,133, 33.067 4.05*

aw

C x H 2 11.379 5.689 .70
, . .

S x H within 0 116 946,420 8.159

A

!"

I'

d

*

I. ,
.
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Relationship Between Predictors apd Performance Measures by

:Condition

The associations among intellectual ability and total

number of jobs completed are shown in Table 6: Significant

relationships are found only in the low job structural attribute
7

condition tho.se.individuals scoring higher on both the

verbal and numerical 'portions of ,tithe Wesman.completing more

jobs. As shown in Table 6, the relationships are fairly sub-

stantial. In particUlar, assoaiations with the numer4cal score

are cOnsistailtiv above .5.

kleasures'of ognitive style were also highly related to
. .

the number of jobs completed as shown in Table 7. Thornton and

*ichards"11960 have deMonstrated that tests scored in terms of

items correct per unit time necessitate A reciprocal...transforma-

tion to corrict for inherent curv,ilinearity. This appropriate

inverse transformation was applied to the Group Embedded Figures

Test scores. The results in Table 7 are interesting in terms

of relationship reversals as a function of manipulated task

conditions. For the Rod-and-Frame Test, there was'a negative
4

relationship between total number of jobs completed and cogni-

tive style for.the low condition. This.indicated,as would be

expected, thatthose',People who were most field-dependent

completed the fewettpumber of lobs. For Grotrlo Embedded

Figures Test scores-) similar signifitant, substantial negative
N .

relationships were found in the low condition, The interesting

and surprising finding;depicted isthat the relationships are

the reverse in the higk condition. The relationship was positive

4 P
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Table 5._
4

Correlations of General Intellectual Ability (Wesman)

With Number of Jobs'Completed by Conditiona and by Hour

Wesman
Personnel
Classification
Test

Total
Number
of Jobs

Completed

Jobs
Completed
(Hour One)

r

Jobs
Completed
(Hour Two)

Jobs
Completed
(Hour Three

Verbal

High Conditipn .10 .23 .04

Lola Condition .42* .37* .37* . 40*

Numerical

High Condition .20 .22 .28 .07

Low Condition .60*** .5.6***- .56**,* .51*t

Total Score

High Condition .17 .09 .29 .06

Low Condition .55** .50** .13** .50**

a
n = 30 for each group.

E . 0 5 .

* * E <, 0 1 .

* * E < . 0 0 1 .

23
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Table 7

Correlations
y
of Cognitive Style Aasures with

Number of JOBs Completed by Condition
a

and by Hour

r

Total ,

Cognitive Number Jobs *--Jobs Jobs
Style of Jobs Completed Completed Completed

Measure: Completed (Hour One)(Hour Two)(Hour Three)
1

Rod-and-Frame Testb

High Condition .13 -.18 .17 .25

Low Condition -.40* -.38* -.38* -.34

Embedded Figuresb
Test (reciprocal)

High Condition .47t* , .56***
.

Low Condition -.52** -.54** -.43-*

a n = 30 for each group.

b Low score more field independent

Correlation coefficients significantly different from zero:

**

'***

Correlation:coefficients significantly different from each

othpr for the two conditions:

E< .0.1.

# E4.001.

30
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between cognitiveetyle and number of jobs completed. This .

indicated that in the high condition, the field-dependent people

completed more jobs than the field-independent individuals.

This finding is a reversal' of expectations based on the abilities

required to do the, job and the obtained resultsfound in the

low condition. As shown in Table 7, several significant dif-

ference's in correlation coefficients'are apparent based onA

comparison of the two treatments.

The relationship of the biographical information with the

number of jobs completed was generally significant only for the

gow
career motivation scale in the low condition. Those with the

higher career motivation completed fewer...fobs (Table 8).
. /

When the Orientation Inventory is considered, a significant

negative relationship. is apparent between self-orientation and

the number of jobs completed, indicating that the higher the

- self- orientation, the,fewer number of

'low condition only (Table 9).

jobs completed in the

Table 10 showg the relationships among theJob Orie tation

Inventory scales and the number of jobs completed in a two

conditions. Achievement (pos itive) and recog4t' (negative)

ap pear to be good predictors for the low c ion, while pay
, -

orientation is negaively, related to produ ivity in the high

condition.

The relationship,/among the Picture Arrangement Test-

scalesand th' number of jobs completed ,are shown in Table 11.

In the 19w condition, those with the highest work failure

. 'scores tended to complete the largeSt,number of jobs.
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Table 8

Correlations of Biographical Information

With Number of Jobs Completed by Conditiona and by Hour

Biographica/
Informatiop,

Scale:

Total
Number Jobs -Jobs Jobs
of Jobs Completed Completed Completed

Completed (Hour One) (Hour Two)(Hour Three),

Career Motivation

,High Condition .02

Low Condition -.4.0*

Personal Relations

High Condition .13

Low Condition

Petsonal Effort

High Condition -.16

Low Condition -.05

Self-Confidence

High Condition .01

Low Condition .01

-.07 -.14 .22

-.45* -.08 -.46**
-;.

.10 .05' .18

.15 .13 -.06

-.17 -.19 -.08

-.02 .04 -.14

.05 :01

.01 .07

a
n = 30 for each group;

* EG.05.

**E4.01.

el
ti
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Table 9

Correlations of Orientation Inventory with

.Number. of Jobs Completed by Conditiona and by.Hour

Total
Orientation Number Sobs Jobs Jobs
Inventory of Jobs Completed Completed Completed
'Scale: Completed (our One) (Hour Two) (Hour Three)

Self-Orientation 't$

High Condition -.11

Low Condition -.51**

Other-Person 0iented

High Condition

Low Condition

Task-Oriented

.14

.39*

High Condition .95

Low Condition .10

.07 -.06 -.23

-.51** -.47** -.39*

.09 .05 .18

.37* :35 .35

-.13 .05 .16

Q

.13 .14 .02

a n = 30 for tach group.
,

* gL.05.

** P4.91.

4
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Correlation of job Oentation Inventory Scales with

Number of Jobs Completed by Conditiona and by Hour

Job Orien4tion
Inventory
Scale:

Total
Number
of Jobs

Completed

Jobs Jobs Jobs
Completed Completed Completed
(Hour One) (Hour Two)(Hour Three)

Achievement

High Condition

Low Condition

Respbnsibility

High Condition

Low Condition

Growth

High Condition

Low Condition

Recognition

High Condition

Low Condition

Status

High Condition

Low Condition

.18

:36*

.11

.41*

.14 .05

-.01 -.13

-.03 -.24,

.18 .07

/

-.07

-.42*

-.04

7.03

Interpersonal Relations

High Condition .00

Low Conditiori -.27

0

.00

. 03

.27

.03

. 19

-.05

-.39* -.39*

S

-.04,

-.15

-.02

-.14

.31

.27

.14

.04

.06

.26

-.10

-.37*

.04

.10

-.06

-.33
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Total
Job Orientation Number Jobs , Jobs . Jobs

Inventory of Jobs Completed Completed Completed'
Scale: Completee:(Hour One) (Hour Two)(Hour Three)

Table 10

a(Continued)-

Pay
/

HighCondition. -.50** -.41* -.41* -.48**

Low Condition -.06 .05 -.21 -.05

Job Security ,

High' Condition .10 -;..0b -.17 -.11

Low Condition .31 .32 .33 .f9,

Family

High Condition - .26\ .34 .16'. .21

Low Condition .02 .16 .02 -.16

Hobbties

High Condition. .08 .00 .24

Low Condition -.17 -.11 .02,

a n = 30 for each grotip.

* 0,5 .

** o . /4

35

I
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Table 11 25

Correlations of. Picture Arrangement Test Scales

With Number of Jobs CoMpleted by Conditiona and.by Hour

Picture
Arrangethent
Test Scale:

Total \

Number Jobs . JobS Jobi
of Jobs Completed Completed. Completed

Completed '(Hour One) (Hour Two)(Hour Three)

Dependence

High Condition -.36 -.27 -.37* -.29

Low Opndition ,.12 .17 -.01

Sociophilia

High Condition. .07 .05 .17

Low Condition -.26 -.26 -.32 -.13

Self-Confidence

High Condition .00 -.12 .02 .05

Low Condition ,26 .23 .20 .26

Happiness

High Condition ,.----108 -.09 .04 ' '-.14

Low Condition -.15, -.11 4 -.04 =.23

Low Aggression i

High Condition .17 .25 .09- .15

Low Condition .08 .05 .03 .14

Work Failure

High Condition -.17 -.62 7.24 -.14

Low,CAitiOn .42* .42* ,.48** .25;

Negative Work Attitude
3 .r.

High COnition- -.04 ,-.23 -.0'3` .07

Low Condition -.30 -.36 -.29

a n = 28 for each group.

*

**.,E.< .01. 3t)
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As would be predicted, when the average'time per job. was

correlated with the measure of general intellectual functioning,

it was foiind that those scoring higher.on the Wesman took less

time per job in the low condition (Table 12). This findingr.

did not hold in the high condition as would be expectted based

on Table 6.

Table 13 shows data very similar to that found in Table 7.

Again,'a reversal is evident across the two conditions when

the Embedded Figures Test is used as a predictor of performance.

For the Rod-and-Frame Test, as would be expected in the low

condition, the more field-dependent people took, longer per

job, but no relationship was found in the high condition. As

would beexpected, Embedded. Figures Test field-independence

was associated with shorter'avera e time per job outcomes in

the low condition. For example,"' .68 relationship is shown

for inverse scores and total average time per job. When /,

one considers the high job structural condition, though; a

reversal is evident in the -.39 correlation between these
(7,

va\tables"indicating that the field-dependent people are

taking, less time to complete the jobs.- For the Embedded

Figures Test inverse scores,,a comparison of the correlation

coefficients for'the high and low con itionsreVeals signifi-

cant differences between them at the level.

Average time per job, when related to biographical i f rma-

tibn, was again associated with-the career motivation scale in

tfle Lporcondition, as shown in Table 14. The' other scales were

not predictive of this outcome variabld.
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Correlations of,General Intellectual Ability ( esman) with

Average Time Per\Job by Conditiona and by our

WesMan AVerage Average Average
'Time Time

Averag
Personnel 4 TimeTime
Classification' Per Job Per Job Per Job Per Job
T4st: .(Total) (Hour One)(Hour Two)(Hour Thre

Verbal

High Condition

Low Condition

Numerical

High Condition

Low Condition

Total Score

High Condition.

Low ColAition'r.

a

-.12 .23

2.56*** -.61***

-.28 -.06

-.66*** -.65***

-.21 .12

-,70***

= 30 fox.each group.

EG

** EG .01.

***2..001.

38

-.21

-.47** -.46*

-.39* -.31

-.49** -.61***
'<

-.43* -.29

-.54** -.58***
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Table 13

Correlations of Cognitive Style Measures with

Average Time Per Job by COnditiona- and by Hour

Average Average Average Average
Cognitive Time Time Time Time
Style Per Jab Per Job Per Job Per Job

Measure ,(Total) (Hour One) (Hour Two) (HourThree)

Rod-and-Frame Test

High Condi"tiOn .01 , .29 -.08 -.08

Low Condition .51 ** .51** .50** .41*

Embedded Figures
Test (reciprocal)

,z r'

,,,"

High/tondit. -.39,*
u
ir

-.25y -.26 -.42 *yy

LOw Condition -.68*** .75*** .59.*** .53**

zero:

a
n 30 for each group:

Correlation coefficients

* E4.05.

* *

***
4,

Correlation coefficients significantly dif

each other for the two conditions:

significantly diffeient from

erent fAsm:

A
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Table 14

Correlations of Biographical Information with

Average Time Per Job by ConditionZ and by Hour

Aver.e.ge Average Average Averagd
Biographical ,Time Time Time Time
Inventory Per Job Per Job Per Job Per aolzi

Scale: .(Total) (Hour One) (Hour Two)(Hout Three)

Career MotiV t

. High C nd-ition .01

Low Condition .44*

Personal Relations

High'Cond4ion -.14

LOw Condition .0-i

Personal Effort

High Condition 5

Low Condition 09

c.

.11 .15 -.18-

.40* .26 .48**

-.20 ..06 -.23

-.02' .11

.36 -.07 .049

.13 .06 .05

Se-Confidence

High Condition -.04 1- -J11.11.09 7-03 .G3 =

LowCondition 02 .08 -.05 .05

n = 30 for each group.

2 < . o .

40,

29

$

.4
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In Table 15, thelaXionships are 'shown between the.,

grientation Inventory scales and average, ime gerjob. In

the low conditibn, there is a pOsitive significant relation-
.

ship-for self-orientation and average time per job, indicating

'that those show,ing higher self-orientation take longer per job.

No relationship is evident in the high 'condition. Significant

differences in correlations typically exist in self-orientation,

pfedictiOns across conditions.

The results shown in Table 16, relatinqthe Job Orientation

Inventory and average time per job,, show that the. predictions

are highly specific in terms of both the scales and manipulated

treatr*tents involved. Achievement and recognition' orientation

pred:ct performance in the low condition but nat*the high

_condition-,'while pay predicts performance in the high condition'

but not in the low condition*

Table 17 presents the relationships among the scales o
V

the Wesman and errors correctly identified. Consistent positive

correlations in the'high condition indicate that those scoring

highest on the Wesman typically produce the highest°quality

work by correctly detecting the largest number of ekors..
significant associations are evident in the low conditton.

These results predicting quality in the high con ion .or4y

provide an.interesting.contrast with'earlier findings (Tables
7."

6 and 12)where the Wesman related to quantity'of output only

in the low:cdndition.

-4.
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Table 15 <

Correlatioqs, of Orientation Inventory with

Average Time Per Jpb'by Cdnditiona and by Hour

Average Average Average Average
Or.ientation Time Time Time Time.
Inventory Per Job Per Job Per Job Per Job
Scale: (Total) (Hour One) (Hour Two)(Hour.Three)

?f- Orientation

,High Condition .05 .06 -.12 .15

Low Condition .54** . 57*** .42* .43*.

Other-Person Oriented'

High Condition -.11
-

-.13 .10 -,23

Low Condition -.39* -.31 -.30 -.45*

Task Orientpd

IHigh Condition -.04 3.01 f,; --.08 -.01

Low Condition -.14 -.22 -.16 .04

n = 30 in each group.

2.4.05.

42

31
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Table 16

Correlation of Job Orientation Inventory Scales with

Average Time.Per Job by Conditiona and by Hour

Job Average Average Average Average
Orientation Time Time Time Time
Inventory Per.Job
Scale: (Total)

Achievement

High Condition -.12

Low Condition -.400,'

Responsibility

High Condition.-.1&

Lo'iirCondition .03,

Growth

High Cdndiion .11

Low. C6ndition -.20

Reognition

High COndition .01

Low Condition' .47**

Status A , ./

High Condition ,I06

Low Condition .09,

Per Job Per Job Per Job
(Hour One)(Hour Two)(Hour Three)

-.14

-.43*

-.01

-.26

.e`

-.12

Na.

7.32 .

.--.04 -.20 -.13

'.20 .-.'09 , -.10

.37* .04 -.06:

-.19 -.21 -.20

,

.07, -,02 -.05 _

'.38* . .51** .44*

Interpersonal Relations

High Conditioni-:01

LOW ConditiOn .18 .

-'.10 ' .22 .01

.12 .00 .12

- .

.04- .01

.18 .10 .16

43



Table 16

(Continued)

Job , , Average Average
.Orientation' Time Time
Inventory 4 Per Job Peg Job
Scale: (Total) (Hbur One)

Average
Time

Job
(Hour Two)

Average
Time
Per Job

(Hour Three)

Pay.

High Condition .47** .44* .36*

lowCondition .04 -.05 .14,

Job Security

High Condition .06 -.05 .04

Low Condition

Family

High Condition -.29, -.32 -.12

Low Condition .00 -.02 '.03

Hobbies

High Condition -.06 .03 -.25

Low Condition .15 .19 .11

.40*

. 11

.11

-.26

. 04

.68

. 05

a
n = 30 for

* .05.

* *

4

E<

each group.

33

4

n

ti

z

44
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Table 17 N

Correlations of General Intellectual Ability, (Wesman) with

Errors Correctly'Identified by Conditiona andby Hour

Wesman Errors Errors Errors Errors
Personnel Correctly, Correctly 'Correctly Correctly

Classification Identified Identified Identified,Identi.fied
Test: (Total) (Hour One) (Hour Two)(Hour Three)

Nh=rbal
Id

High Condition .42* .43* .45* -.02

Low Condition .15 -.20 .28 .31

Numerical

High Condition .44* .41* .50** .01

Low Condition .04 -.06 .15. .20:

Total Score
.41

High Condition .49 ** .49** .55** -.01
+ .

Low Condition l'.12 -.16 .26 .30'

5.

a'
n = 30 for each, group.

* E4L.05:

p.
+ Correlation coefficients significantlyrdifferent from each

other for the twb conditions (E 4.05Y.
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Preference for Job Structural Attributes Related to Performance

As shown in Table 18, positive' relationships exist in the

low condition between.preference for learning new'skills.and

number of jobs completed. In this condition, individuals

expressing the highest preference for learning new skills also

tended to do the largest number of jobs.

The findings' presented in Table 19 are siemilar'to those

'shown previously in Table 18. The low condition negative

correlations between learning new skills and average time per
.

job indicate that those with the highest preferences tend to

complete jobs most rapidly.

Description of Job Structural Attributes Related to Other Data

Table 20 displays the relationships between average-time-

per7job measures and the way individuals described the experi-

mental tasks they had worked on in terms of job structural-
.

attributes. In the low condition (no feedback provided)', those'

describing the job as having the greatest feedback tended to

I take longer on each job. For total jobs -and.work during the
. . .

thirYd hour, these 'positive correlations were significantly

different than the reljationships found in the high .job structural
s

attribute condition.

In the high condition; significant positive correlations ,c

exist between work satisfaction (Table 21) and the amoult of ,

. 1 ..

learning new
.

skills and total job structural attributes. sub-

jects describe as present- in the experimental tasks. ThoSe

who describe the task they have completed as having'.more of

these at ibutes are the same individuals who indicate that

0 /
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Table 18

Correiationi of Attribute Preference Scale:with

Numbtr of Jobs ompleted by Conditio4 and by Hour

Attribute
Preference

Scale:

Total
Number
of Jobs

Completed

,Jobs Jobs Jobs
Completed Completed Completed
(Hour One)(Hour TWo)(Hour Three)

Responsibility

High Condition .12 .04 .09 .16

Low Condition .05 -.07 -.03

Learning New .Skills

High Condition :18 .23 .21 .08

Low Condition 438* .38* .40* .27

Feedback

High Condition .01 -.1 -.20

Low Condition -.12 -.05 -.04 -.22

a
n = 30 for each g4oup.'

*

4

4 7
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Table 19

Correlations Of Attribute Preference Scale with

Aver4ge Time Per Job by Conditiona and by Hour

Average .Average Average -Average Average
Attribute Time Time Time Time , Time
Preference Rer Job Per Job Per Job Per Job . Per Job

Scale: (Total) (Hour One) (Hour Two) (Hour, Three) (First 8 Jobs)

Responsibility

High Condition -.04 .03 .02 -.09 .00

Low Condition .01 ..07 .11 -.12 .00

Learning New Skills
4

High Condition -.24 . -.24 -.20 -.15, -.29

Low Condition -.49** -.56*** -.45* -.36 -:49**

Feedback .

High Condition .14

Low Condition .07

.15

-.08

.08

.16

.12

.13

,0,...12

:03

n = 30 for each group.

114.05.

p..001.

434 .

.a.
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Table 20 -

Correlations of Attribute Description' Scale with

Average Time Per Job byConditiona and by Hour

Attribute
Description

Scale:

Average
Time
Per Job
(Total)

Average Average Average
Time Time Time

Per Job Per Job Per Job
(Hour One)(Hour Two)(Hour Three)

Responsibility

High Condition -.31 -.19 -.38*

Low Condition .30 .32 .24 .32

Learning New Skills

High Condition -.14 -.12 .06 -.24

Low Condition .20 .19 .20 .17

Feedback ..,

,HighColidition -.13 . -..02 -.05 -.25
. +

Low Condition
.

.44* .36* '.33 .54**
t

Total
.

..._.,-...-Hih Condition
.

-.24 '-.16 '.1.05 -.37*:
+

Low Condition .30 .29 '. '' .26 .32

.........

a n = 30 for each group.

Correlation coefficients significantly different from zero:

*

**

Correlation coefficients significantly different from each

other for the two conditions:

+ .05.

so



Table 21

'Correlations of Work Satisfaction with

Attribute Description Scale by Conditiona

Attribute
Description Scale:

39.

Work Satisfaction

RespOnsibility

High Condition

Low Condition

Learning New Skills

High Condition

Low Condition

Feedback

High Condition

Low, Condition

Total
J

High Condition

Low Condition

.34

ti .21

.59***

A7 .

.06

.17

:52**

A .19

a') ,

n = 30 or each group.

** E< 011

*** E.<

+ Correlation coefficients significantly different from.

each other for the:two conditions (E4.05).
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they -are_the most taltigied. No significant relationships

are evident fin' the 16w condition. ,

Table 22 presents the correlations of .the Attribute

Description Scale and Wesman scores. All significant rela-

tionships are negative with higher We an,yerbal, numerical,

and.total intelligence scores being associated w4h,experi-

bental task-descriptions low in respbnsibility, learning new

skills, feedback, and the sum of these job attributes. These

relatidnships. are patticularly strong for the low condition

with five correlation coefficients significantly different.

than their high condition counterparts.

Table 23 shows three significant positive correlations

between Embedded Figures Test inverse scores and the amount of

job structural attributes,individuals describe as being present

in. their experimental.tasks: These correlations indicate that

the more field-dependent subjects perceive the low condition

task as higher in responsibility, `feedback, and the sum of

the manipulated dimensions.

The relationships of biographical information, Survey of

Work values, and Job Orientation Inventory to Attribute Descrip-

tion Scales are shown in Appendix U.

Discrepancy Between Preferred and Described Job Structural

Attributes Related to other Data
IR/

Table 24 presents the relationShips among the Attribute

Preference Scale/Attribute Description Scale absolute difference

scores and the average time spent per job. Significant nega-

tive correlations exist in the low condition between average
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Table 22

Correlations of Attribute Description scale with

General Intellectual Ability (Wesman) by Conditiona

Attribute Description Scale:

Personnel ' Learning ,

Classification r. New-
Test: Responsibility Skills FeedbAck Total

Verbal

-High Condition

Low Condition

Numerical

High Condition

'Low Condition

Total.Score
V

4 %

4

High Condition
.

Low. Condition

-.40*

.26

-,49*/*

.09
+ .

-.49**

-%48**

-.38*

.01

-.27

-.31 .

,

-.38*

-.13

-.51k*

.23

-.43**

.03
+

-.54**

-.36*

,.40*

, .18

-.45**

-.15

-.47**

a
n = 30 for each group.

4 ft

CoT:relation coefficients significantly different from zero:

* i<.05.

"
Correlation coefficients csignifidantly different fnak each

other for the two conditions:
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Table 23

Correlations of Attribute DescriptiOn Scale with

Meagdres of Cognitive Style by Conditiona

Attiibute Description' Scald:

Cognitive
*Style 4

Measures: Responsibility

Learning

kills Feedback Total

Rod-and-Frame Test

High Condition -.22 .01 -.03
4

Low-Condition .17 .30 .20

Embedded Figures
Test (Reciprocal),

High Condition .1-2 .31 .24 .31

Low. Condition .50**, .39* .42

a n = 30 for each group.

* E/, .05.

** .01.

c

5

ati
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Table 24

Correlations of Absolute Value of Attribute Description

Minus Attribute, Preference Scale Scores with

Average Time Per Job by Conditiona and by HQi.r

-)ifference Score:

r

'43

ti

Scale

. Average Average Average Average
Time Time Time. Time

Per Job Per Job Per Job Per Job
(Total) (Hour One) (Hour Two) (Hour Three)

,Responsibility
1

High Conditiori .02

Low Condition -.08

Learning New Skills'

High'Condition .06 .04 -.12

Low Condition -.43* -.45*

Feedback

.12 -.03

-.13

3

High Condition .15 / .08 .06 .22

Low Condition -.25
r.

-.26 -.15 -.28.

Total%ZDS Minus APS

Condktion ,11 -,07 ..23

Low Condition '

(
-.31 ) -.36*

a n = 30 for each group.

I

P

17-

.1

0 ,

4,

4
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time-per job and both learning new skills and the total scores,

indicating that those individuals with the greatest discrepanty

betwetn preferred and described job structural attributes com-
'

Weted their jobs'mpst rapidly.

litagniHcant negative correlation is found in the high

condition ,in Talpl 5 between work satisfaction and the abso-

lute difference s es for learning.new skills. This dorkela-

tion indicates that the larger the discrepancy between ehe

described and preferred measures, the less the satisfaction

' received from the 'work.

Several significant relationships appear in Table 26

among Wesman Personnel Classification Test scales and the

Attribute Preference Scale/Attribute Description,Scale abSO-

lute difference scores. Relationships are consistently poSi-
,

tive across 'conditions with higher intelligence scores being

associated with larger discrepancieS between described and

preferred job attribute scores.

Table 27 shows that cognitive style measures are signi-

ficantly related to absolute difference scores only in the

1Ow job structural attribute condition. For inverse Embedded

Fiiilre8,TeSt scores, as well as the Rod-and-F4tme Test, field-

independent individuals. indicate the ,greatest discrepancy

between preferences and job descriptions in terms of leafrl'ing

new skills gnd totilomanipulated attributes.
^

Appendix E contains the relationships between difference

scores and both biographical and-Jobbrientation Inventory

Scales.

555
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Table 25

Correlations, of Absolute Value of Attribute Description Scale

Minus Attribute Preference Scale Scores.

With Work Satisfaction by Conditions

Difference Score Work Satisfaction

Responsibility
I

High Condition .12

Low Condition -.22

Learning New Skills

High "Condition 7.54**

Low Condition .10

Feedback

High Condition .01

Low Condition '-.33

Total ADS Minus APS

High Condition -.12

Low Condition -.17

a n = 30 for each group.

r
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Table 26
10

Correlations of Absolute lAlue of Attribute Description Scale

Minus Attribute Preference Scale Scores with

General Intellectual qility (Wesman) by Conditiona

Difference Score
Wesman

. Personnel -

Classification
Test

4

Learning
New

Responsibility Skills Feedback Total -

Verbal

High Condition

Low Condition

Numerical

High Condition

Low Condition
,

.

Total Score

High Condition

Low Condition

.06

.08

-.10

.14

-.01

.12

SO**

.63***

.06'

.39

.36*

.60***

.08,

.42

-.20

.33

-.04

.43*
1

.40*

.61***

-.10

.44*.
.

4

.22

.60***

...

,

'r

a.
n = 30 for each'group., -

2 4. .0-5 .

** E, .01.

*** D. .061.

-..

..

z.,

1
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Table 27

Correlations Between Absolute Value*of Attribute Description Scale-.

Minus Attribute Preference Scale Score$

With Measures of Cognitive Style by Conditiona-

Difference Score

Cognitive
Style

Measure Responsibility

Learning
New

Skills Feedback Total

Rod-and-Frame Test

High Condition -.12 -.06 -.19 -.18

Low Condition -.21 -.56*** .10 -.39*

Embedded Figures
.Test (Reciprocal)

High Condition -.09 -.26 -.24 -.33

Low Condition -.29 -.57*** -.29 -.60***

n = 30 for

E<..05.

E<Z.001.,

each group.

58
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Description of Work Itself/Work Environment Job Structural'

Attributes Related to Other Data'

.4ork Itself/Work Environment described job structural

attributes showed pos'itiv'e relationships with work satisfac-

tion in both the high,and low conditions (Table 28). These

relationships indicated that those who perceived the task as..

. ,

higher in job structural attributes tended to be most satisfied,

Similar, althoughweaker, relationships were evident in Table 21

between Attribute Description Scaledescribed job structural

attribute measures and work satisfaction.

The relationthips between the Work Itself/Work Environment

Scales and the Wesman Personnel Classification test are highly

consistent as shown in Table 29. In all significant relation-

ships, the higher'the Wesman score, the lower is the described,

job structural attribute measure. These relationships, are

-1

expected and indicate that general intellectual ability has

a decisive influence upon an individual's description oi,the
k.-

features of a job which is objectively the same for all par-
,

,

tieipants.

Table 30 shows the associations among the Orientation
)

Inventory scales and Work Itself /Work. Environment described

jobs structural attributes. Interesting reversals take place

when)the Other-Person Orientation Scale is considered. In

the low condition,' high person orientation is typically asso-
.

dedcriptions lOw ircjob attributes,.while'a

trend in the opposite direction is evident in the high condi P

ciated with t

tion.

5J

Ns.



Table 28

Carrelatioqs of Work Satisfaction with

.49

Work Itself/Work Environment Described Job Structural Attributes
-

By Conditiona

Job Attribute ' Work Satisfaction

Learning New Skills
. _

High Condition .42*

LowConditiori4 .21.

Responsibility

High Condition

Low Condition .40*

Feedback

High Condition .06
r

Loth Condition , .39*

.65***

Sul of Learning New Skills,
Responsibility, and Feedback

High Condition .51**

Low .45*

n = 30 for each group.

Z.

Pc .001.

Co
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Table 29

Correlations of Gillpral Intellectual Ability (Wesman)'

With WQrk Itself/WorkEnvironment 'Described .Job Structura).

K4ributes by Conditiona

Wesman
Personnel

Classification
Test

Job Attributes

Sum of Learning
Learning'- ,New Skills,

New Responsibility,
Skills ResponsibilitY"teedback and Feedback

Vefbal.

High Condition -.39*

Low Condition -.11

Numerical

High Condition -.25

Low Condition -.33*

Total Score

High Condition -.39*

Low Condition 1.22

-.42*

-.22

-.22

-.22

-.38*

-.18 -.32

-.16' -.32

-.40* -.40*

-.29 -.34*

-.31 -.41*

-.24 -.36*

a
n = 30 for each group.

*

6%1

r.
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Table 30

Correlations of Orientation Inventory Scales with
k

Work Itself/Work Environment Described Job Structural Attributes

By Conditiona

Job Attribute
Sum of

Learning
Orientation Learning New Skills,
Inventory New Responsibility,
Scale Skills Responsibility Feedback and Feedback

Self-Orientation

High Condition -.22 -.17 .09 -.12

Low Condition .2 .09 .23 .23

Other- Person Orientation

High Condition .32* .34* -.01 .28

Low Condition -.52** -.11 - -.44*

Taal( Orientation

High Condition -.06 -.09 .11 -.01

Low Condition. ,.31 .24 .20

a n = 30 for each group.

* Z... 0 5 .

Correlation coefficients significantly 'different from

each other for the two conditions (2.:J1).

. 62
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,

Absolute Differences in'Work Itself/Work Environment Job Struc-

tural Attribute Scores Related to Task,Outcomes,

Table 31 presents the relationships between absolute

differences in described minus preferred job structural attri-

butes and.time spent working on jobs. Positive correlations

in the high condition indicate that)those with the largest

absolute discrepancies between description of and preference

for_ learning new skills worked at,the slowest rates.

Consistent, significant negative correlations in Table 32

show that thOse participants indicating the greatest discrepancies

between described andEreferred job-structural attributes, are the

least satisfied with working on the experimental task. These

relationships are evident in both the high and low conditions.

Multiple Regression Predictions of Task Performance

Table 33 shov's that ability and personality/preference

measures combined are better able to predict the nkimber of

jobs completed than either variable singly. In the higil con-
_

dition, the Job Orientation Inventory pay scale and reciprocal

Embedded Figures Test scores both contribute significantly to

the' overall .61 prediction.

-Several combinations of variables may be combined to

successfully predict the number of jobs completed in the low
A

condition. For example, when "di ability measure, the Wesman

total score, is combirpoqwith Work Itself/Work Environment

preference for learning new skills measure, botYt Contribute
A

signifiCantly to the'.67 multiple R.

6
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111.Table 31

Correlations of Absolute Value of Work Itself/Work Environment

Described Minus Preferred Scores with Average Time Between Jobs

By Conditiona and by Hour

Difference
Score:'

Average
Time

Between
Jobs
(Total)

*Average
Time

Between

Average
Time
Between

Jobs Jobs
.(Hour One). (Houk Two)

Average
Time

Between
Jobs

(Hour Three)

responsibility

High Condition .18

Low Condition .25

Learning New Skills

High Condition .42*

Low Condition .06

Feedback !

High Condition -.24

Low Condition .22

Total

High Condition .18

Low Condition .24

c

cr

.22

.25

.37*

-.02

-.24

.03

. 17

.32

.15

.24

.01

.02

.18

-.14

.22

.40*

. 11

-.35

.29

. 12 .18

.27

a p = 30 for each group.

*

6<.=

1
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` TaOie 32

Correlations of Absolute Value of Work Itself/Work Environment

described Minus Preferred Scores with'Work Satisfaction

By Condition

Difference
Sc?re:

a

Work
Satisfaction

Responsibility

High Condition

Low Condition

Lear=ning tlese'Skills

High Condition

Low Condition

...- Feedback

-.69***

-.24

-.41*.

-.33

\I

High Condition -.15

Low Condition -.54** `s

Total

High Condition

Low Condition -.48** 1
7

/

t'

a n = 30 for each group. ri

* Ee...05.

** E< .G1.
),

-)...,...,'

*** E<. .00i.

It ..

'..
..

,
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Table 53

Combination of Ability and Personality/Preference Measures

As Precictors of the Number of Jobs Completed by Conditiona

Condition Predictor r R Beta F_

High 1. Job 'Orieritation -.50 .50 -.40
Inventory -'Pay

2. Embedded Figures' r .47 .61 .36 8.07**
Test

J

Low 1. Wesman Personnel .55 .55 .55
Classification
Test - Total

2. Work Itself/ -.37 .67 -.38 10.77**
Work Environment
Questionnaire -
Preference for
Learning New Skills

a
1. EMbedded Figures -.52 .52 -.55

Test (Reciprocal)

2. Work Itself/ -.37 .66 10.59**
Work Environment
Questionnaire
Preference for
Learning New Skills

n = 30 for each group. .--'

** Ez...01.

(

VC)

e-

i
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-
Embedded Figures Test inverse scores contribute signifi-

cant variance to the prediction of average time per job in the

low job structural attributes condition as shown in`Table 34.

A .75 multiple prediction results in the low condition when

the cognitive style Measure is combined with the numerical

scale frpm the Wesman. No combination of ability measures

significantly increased prediction in the high .conditiOn.

When ability measures are combined with personality/

preference scales, several substantial multiple correlations

above .70 are achieved in the low condition (Table 35). Several

predictors contribute significant variance to each of these

equations.

Prediction of Mainte anc Task Outcomes as 'a Function of Level

of Work Satisfaction

Carlson, Dawis, a d Weiss (1969) 'halve presented evidence

that the degree of cor elation between abilities and perform-

ance will vary with sabisfaCtion levers. 1. It is their conten-

indicative of atiori that a higher satisfaction level! is

higher correlation between abily-requirement correspondepce

and performance. With requirements held constant in the cur-,

rent experiment, their position translates to a prediction of

strongOr ability-performance correlations when satisfaction

is high. High experimental condition outcomes shown in Table

36 offer some support for this position. When Wesman scale

scones are related to n ber Of jobs completed, the correla-

tion coefficients are always higher for.thote indicating above,

median levels4--of satisfaction. These differences across

6 7
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_ Table 34

Combination of Ability Measures akPredictors of the

Average Time Per Job in the Low Condition Only

...--:-,

_

Conditisnr--- Predictors r

57
1

R Beta F
,.

t

Low 1.

2).

Embedded Figures
Test (Reciprocal) .68 _.68 .45

Wen Personnel
Classification 7.66 .7-5

\
-.38 16.86**

Test - Numerical

..
\.

'a n = 30 for each group.

** EG.01'.

.
----"<"--

i IC

I
...

6'8

i

N.

C

A
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Table 35.

Combination of Ability and Personality/Preferehoe Measuees

4 As Predictors of Average Time Per Job. in the Ldw Condition a Only'
,.. . .

.

Condition Predictor

...Aga.

Low

-

.

'1.

2.

Embedded Figu46s
Test (Reciprocal)

- -

. Work Itself/ ,

Work Environm
Questionna
Preferen e for
L ning New Skills

3. Su vey of Work
4, Val es Pride in

'Wor

4. 'Work tself/, .

Work ,Environment
. C. Qdestionnaire-?

v
Preference for
Responsibility

1: Wesman Personnel
Classification

.
Test Total'
.

2'. Work%Itself/ .

'Work Environment
Questionnaire
Preference for
Learning New Skills

1.

,

esman Pei'sOnnel
Classification
Test Numerical

2: Job OrientatiOn
Inventory
Recognition

3'. Survey of Work
Values Pride

1

tfr

in Work ,

r R Beta F

.68

.33

-.38

. ,28

-.67

-----..irr

V--

.78 .28

'..

.82 -.28
a

S.

,85 ''.25 16.73**

1

.67

.33 .75

i

r

-.66 .66

.47 .75

-.38 .80 -.26 14.87**

4%.

a

-.67 ir
IR

'
. k

.33 -.16:'90**

%

-.54

0.
o

I

r

a n = 30..

J.
!r* E.< .01.

, :

6t/0
se.

4.

v
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Table 36

Correlations of General Intellectual Ability (Westhan) with

Nuthber of Jobs Completed as a Function of High and.Low

Work Satrsfaction 1,,y Condit:ion and by Hour

sobs Jobs Jobs Jobs'
Completed Completed Completed'Completed
(Total) (Hour One)(Hour*Two)(Hour Three)

.

High Condition

.57*

-.19

.45

.14

L.

.59*

-.40:

.15

.78***

4,*

.1-7

.13

-.04

.20

.08

High Satisfactiona
Wesman'Verbal

- Low Satisfactionb

High Satisfactiona
Wesman Numerical

bLow Satisfactionb.

High Satisfactiona -W :80*** .19
Wesman Total

ez.
4-7 : 4--

:tow. Satisfactionb --18' .Q0 , . .02

Low Condition

High Satisfactionc* .50 .37 .47
Wesman Verbal

Low SatiSfactionc .30 .37 .28

High Satisfactionc .68**. .67** .67** .58*
Wesman Numerical N

Low Sa-tisfactionc' '.58* .56* .47

High Satisfactionc .62* -.63*
e .54* .57*'

Wesman
Low Satitfactionc .50 .40 .5Q .43

a n= 14. b p= 16.
A i c n-= 15.

-

Correlation_coefficients significantly different from zero:

* Ee-.05.
** E.,- .01.

*** p < .001.

Correlation coefficients sigri;ficantly different froM each
other for those high vs. low on 'satisfaction:

+ E<.05.

2< .01.
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conditions. are significant for five of-the twelve,coktpwisons.

In,thelow condition, the relationships between ability and

performance are again hig2er for those participants, indicating.

above median levels'of satisfaction, but none of thes& dif-
0-

ferences are significant.

While several significant correlations result%when cogni-
1.

,tie style measures are related,to number of jobs completed

(Table 37); none'of the difference across median satisfaction
4

splits are significant- While no pattern is evident in the

high condition, a trend seems to exist in the low condition

with those participants indicating above average levels o'f
;/

satisfactior6consistently having the strongest relationships

between this specific ability and performance measures.
. .

As expected, the results in Table- 38, where Wesman scores

are related to average time per job performance outcomes, are

similar to those reported earlier iR Table 36. Correlations,

for those reporting abokie median satisfaction evels are.

typically, and often signifidantly,"higher,thaA those ability

performance associations for low satisfaction participants.

A clear trend again exists an the low condition with high
C'

satisfaction participants showing the strongest correlations

of ability to peZformance4 buEnone of these differences
. 2

reached significance.

- The mediating affects of satisfaction on the relationships

'among ability and performance measures ake less clear. in Tables

39 and.i.O. When cognitive style measures are related to average

time per'job performance fOr the high condition in,Table

.4/



Table 37 37

61

4-

Correlations of Cognitive Style Measures with Number of Jobs
.

.Completed as a Function of High and Low Work Satisfaction

By Condition and By Hour

. Jobs Jobs Jobs Jobs,.
Completed Completed Completed Completed
(Total) (Hour One)(Hour Two)(Hour Three)

.02

-.22

.20

.19

.144

.26

.36 .08 .55*

.28. .72** .75***

-.53*

-.01 -.01 -.11

-473** -.59* 1..54*

-.48 -.11 -.46-

onditi '''
Satisfaction a

. .30
-and-Frame Test ;.',
Lo Satisfaction') .12

Hig Satisfaction .39
Emb ed Figures T

7

t

P ciprocal)
4 4

4pw,Sattsfactio .70**

Low Condition

High Satisfactio
Rod-and-Frame test

Low Satisfactionc

High Satisfactions -.68**
Embedded Figures Test
(Reciprocal) .

Low Satisfactions -...0

= 14.

= 16.

c
n = 15.

- *

t2-4.. 01.

*** E <.001.

Vex

A

44fi

_ -...,_,,,

\



Table 38
/

Correlations of General, IntelleCtual Ability (Wesman) with

Average Time Per JO as a Function of

High and Low Work Satisfaction.by Condition and by Hour

Average Average Average Average
Time Time Time Time
Per Job Per Job Per Job Per Job
(Total) (Hour On) (Hour Two) (Hour Three)

High Condition
,.

-.62*
T.

.21

..08

.35

-,

-.79***

17
-.57*.

-.03

i.,

High Satisfactiona
Wesman Verbal
.. Low Satisfactionb

High Satisfactiona -.59* -.07 -.61* -.62*
Wesman Numerical .-

Low.Satisfactionb -.21 -%07 -.215
, -.34

High Satisfactiona -.71*4 ,.02 --84*** -.69**
Wesman Total

-Low Satisfactionb ,

+

-, .02 .18 -.02 ,-.19

Low Condition ,
,...

,, or,
High Satisfactions -.65** .:73 ** -.54* -.49_

Wesman Verbal
Low Satisfactionc -.32 . -.27 -.35 -.29

High Satisfactionc ..,, -.74** -.74** -.60* -.63*
Wesman Numerical

cif

-Low Satisfactionc -.58* -.59* -:39
. -s-

:-,55*.

High Satisfactionc. -.76***I. -.82*** 7:60*.
Wesman Total

Low Satisfactionc -.51* -.48 -.44 -.48 ,

a
n = 14. b n.= 16. c n = 15.

Correlation coefficients significantly different from,zerla:
0

*
**

*** . 0 0147.

Correlation coefficients significantly different from each
.. .

1; other for those hign vs. low on satisfaction: ..
, .

2.<
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Table 39

-463

Cor- f Cognitive Style Measures with Average Time

Per Job as a Function of and Low Work Satisfaction

By Condition and by dour

Average Average Averages Average '
Time Time. Time Time

Per Job Per Job 'Per' Job Per Job
(Total (Hour One) (Hour Two)(4taur Three) .

High Condition

'-.19 - .11 -.24
'*. High Satisfaction a

Rod-and-Frame Test .

Low Satisfaction' .04 .34 -.-03
-

High Satisfactions -.30 -.16 --13
Embedde'd Figures Test

#(Reciprocal) ' A
Low SatisfactiOnb. -(58* -.41 --.50

Low Condition
t.

Highaifactionc

.11

Rod-and-Frame Testi.
Low Satisfactionc

High Satisfactions
:Embedded Figure st
(Recipro

Lo atisfadtionc

.63* ..59* .69** .49
4. .

-.02 .07 -.04 -.09

.44

.87*** .80*** ;59*
+

t
I

.62* .15 .35

a n

b n

=

=

14.

c
n = 15. '

*

**

**

+ Correlation coefficients significantly different from
each other for those high vs. low on satisfaction (E<.05).
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Table 40
.

.

Correlations of General Intellegtual Ability (Wesman) with

Errors Correctly Identified asa Function of.High and Low

Work Satisfaction by Condition and by Hour
. .

ErrorS' Errors Errors Errors
-0- Correctly "''Correctly Correctly Correctly

Identified'Identified Identified Identified
(Total) (Hour One) (Hour Two) (Hour Three)

High Condition

High Satisfactiona .77***
Wesman Verbal 0

+

Low Satisfactionb .13

.75**

.15

.76***

.24

.13

-.12

'High Satisfactiona .43 .58* .49 -.07'
Wesman Numerical

Low Satisfaction b .52* .34 .58* .07-

High Satisfactiona .74** :79*** .77*** .06
Wesman Total

Low Satisfaction b .35 i .27° .4 -.04

Low Condition it '

. High Satisfactionc -.19 -.43
..

.05 .18
+Wesman Verbal ....

Low Satisfactionc .67**
a.

-.14 .59* .41

. . ...

High:Satisfactionc -.32' -.28 - .00
Wesman Numerical

Low Satisfactionc .21

s
. /

-.34 .34 .25

High Satisfadtionc -.27 -.42 .00 :13
+Wesmin Total

Low Satisfactionc .58* -.27 .58* .41

a n = 14. *

b n = 16. **

c n = 15. ***

+ Correlation coefficients significantly different from each

other for those high versus low on satisfaction (24..05).

5
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the only significant correlations exist in the low satisfaction

group, but no significant difftrences exist between satisfaction

levels. In the low condition, however, a'trend exists suppOrting

the argument that the relationships of ability and performance

measures are stronger for high satisfaction subjects.

The majority of comparisons, relating Wesman scores to

errors correctly identified, in the high condition would seen to,

support the contention that associations are etronger for those

with. higher work satisfaction. The results in the low condition,

however, offer evidence in opposition to this position. In the

two comparisons where significant differences are evident across

the median work satisfaction splits, the stronger relationships

exist in the low condition.

Relationships Between Ability and Performance as a Function of

Perceptions of Job Structural Attributes

Findings reported above seem to indic'ate that the relations ,

between abilities and performance are typically stronger for

those who are most satisfied. Since descriptions'of job.struc-

tural attributes have been shown to be positively associated

with'work satisfaction (Tables 21 and 28), it appeared useful

to investigate whether these perceptions of task characteristics

would also mediate the ability-performance relationships. It

was believed that positive findings would more precisely specify w"

aspects of tasks, namely job structural attributes, which could

be given attention in order to increase the strength of ability

to perforMance predictions.
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Tables 41 through 45 present the relationships among ability

measures and performance criteria as mediated by Work Itself/

Work Environment Questionnaire descriptions of job structural

attributes. In Table 42, Wesman scores are related to the

number of jobs'completed. In the low condition, a.consistent

pattern is evident with associations always stronger for those

describing the task as high in job structural attributes.

Several significant differences in correlation coefficints_

are apparent across groups.

Table 42 presents the relations among cognitive style

measures and the number of jobs completed. For both conditions,

strorilge.t ability-to -- performance associations are shown for those

,,.pescribing the tasks as high in job structural attributes. Sig-

nificant differences in correlation cOefficients across low and

high Work Itself/Work Environment groups are evident for both

conditions.

When the Wesman intelligence scores are related to averaae

time,per job, in Table 43, results are similar to those presented

earlier in Table 41, Those results are frequently significantly

stronger'for those individuals describing their tasks as high

in job, structural attributes; Those partiqpants Who are both

most intelligent and who perceive the jobs as most enriched

tend to perform best; completing tasks in the shortest average

. time periods.

Patterns of associations shown for cognitive style in the

low condition of Table 44 are consistent with those relation-

ships presented above. Relationships are alwayS stronger for'

r.
"v.
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Table 41

Correlations. of General Intellectual Ability (Wesman) with

Number of Jobs Completed as a Function of High and Low

Described Job Structural Attributes (Work Itself/

Work Environment Questionnaire) by Condition and by Hour

Jobs Jobs . Jobs Jobs
Completed Completed Completed Completed
(Total) (Hour One)(Hour'Two)1Hour Three)

High Condition

Described as Higha
Wesman Verbal

Described as Low a ,

Described as High
Wesman Numerical

Described as Low

Described as High
Wesman Total .

Described as Low

Low Condition

Describee as High
b

Wesman Verbal
Described as Lowc

Described as High
Wesman Uumerical

. Described as Low

, Described as High
Wesman Total

D9scribed as Low

a n= 15.

'Correlation coefficients significantly different from zero:
/ -

.41

-.07

.14

.55*

.36

.21

.58*

-.05

.72**
,

.34

.71**

.14

.42

-.25

.21

-39

.41

.02

....

..59*

+
-.34

.73***
,,

.12

J3***

-.17

'..51*

.03

20

.61*

.47

.30

.39

.19

.61*.

.43

.54*

.35

\

.20

.01

.03

.44

.15

.21

.59*

.10

.63**

.39

.68**

.27

b n= 16.
c n= 14.

*

**
*** E<:.001.

Correlation coefficients significantly different from, each
other for those describing the job high vs. low:

+ E ..0 5 .

. 01 .

-r 70
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Table 42

9 .

Correlations of Cognitive Stylt Measures with Number of Jobs

Completed as a Function of Described Job Structural Attributes

.(Work Itself/Work Environment Quesionnaire) by Condition and by Hour

Jobs Jobs Jobs Jobs '

Completed Completed Completed Completed
(Total) (Hour One)(Hour Two)(Hour Three)

High Condition'

Described as Higha
Rod-and-Frame Ttst

Described as Lowa

Described as Higha
Embedded Figures Test
(Re'cip'rocal)

Described'as Lova,

Low Condition

Described as Highb
Rod-and-Frame Test

Described as Lowc

Described as Highb
Embedded Figures Test
(Reciprocal)

Described as'Lowc

.60*

-.30

.16

-.40

.54* :41

.21

.)*.63*
-.24 -.19

.34 .61*

.06 .26

-.59* -.57* -.55* -.52*

%32 .47 .25 .12

-:65** -.65** -.59*

-.08 .16 -.07

a n = 15. b n= 16. c n= 14.

Correlation coefficients significantly different from zero:

* 2.< .05.
** E< .01.

*** E .001.

Correlation coefficients significantly different from each
other for those describing the job as high vs. low: '

+ E< .0.5.

(

79
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Table 43

Correlations of General IntelleCtual Ability (Wesman) with

Average Time Peri.Job as a Function of Described Job

tructura Attributes (Work Itself/Work Environment Qdestionnaire)

By Condition and By. Hour

Average
Time

Per Job,
(Total)

Average. Average Average
Time Time . Time
Per Job, Per Job Per Job
(Hour One)(Hour Two)(Hour Three)

High Condition

Described as Higha -.47 .23 -.70** -.44
.Wesman Verbal

Describe& as Lowa .04 .19- .02 -.15

Described as Higha -.24 .17 -.41 -.27
Wesman. Numerical

'Described as Lowa -.55* .35 -.56

Described as 'Higha -.47 .25 -.72** -.46
Wesman Total

Described as Lowa -.23 , -.05 -.25 -.37

Low Condition

Described as,Highb -.72** _.77*** -.59* -.64**
Wesman Verbal

Described as Lowc .10 .18 -.01 .00

Described as Highb -.75*** _.75*** -.58* -.69*
Wesman Numerical

Described as Lowc -.30 -.21 -.18

Described as Highb -.82*** -.8.6*** -.66** .74***
Wesman Total

Descrqbed as Lowc .02 -.10 -.23 .08

, /
a n = b n = 16. c n = 14.'

Correlation coefficients significantly different from zero:

* 24:-- .05.

** 2 , .01.

*** E<.001.

Correlation coefficients significant)
other for those describing the job' ass hi

p< .05.
.2<, .01 .

(

different from each
vs. low:

rs
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Table 44

'Correlations of Cognitive,St le Measures with Av- age Time

Per Job as a Function' of DesCribed Job Structural ttributes'

(Work Itself/Work Environment Questionnaire) db Condi ion and by Hour

Average Average:' Av r ge Average
Time Time Ti Time
Per ob ,per Job Job Per Job
(Tota (Hour\igne)( o Two) (Houx TI,;tree).

High Condition

Described as Higha -.54*
Rod-and-Frame Test +

Described as Low .43.

Described as Higha -.50 -

Embedded Figures Test
(Reciprocal) \

\

Described as Low a
-.11 -.16

Low Condition

Described as Highb .66**
Rod-and-Frame Test' #

Described as Lowc -.37
. '

Described as Highb .79*** .,82 * ** .73***
Embedded Figures lest + + +
(Reciprocal)

Described as Lowc .07 .23 -.05 -.0(
,

.61* . 9** .60*
+ # +

-.31 -.33-- -.30

.68.**

----a b cn = 15. n = .16. n = 14.

Correltion coefficients significantly different from zero%

,,
* 2' .05.

** 2<.01.
*** .001.

Correlation coefficients significantly different from each
other for those describing the job as high vs. low:

F
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to

those who describe the task as high,in Jo6 structural attributes.

In ten of these fifteen low- condition contrasts across groups,

the relationships are significantly, .stronger for the participants

describing the job as high in task attributes. Relationships in

the high condition, however, are more difficult to interpret,

with the Rod-and-Frame Test scores providing strong predictions

in opposing directions for those describing the job as high and

low in job attributes.

The relationships between intelligence and errors correctly

identified are shown in Table 45. Results appear mixed. The

strongest associations are, seen-in the high condition where .

1
(

..-- /
- ,

participants who are high on the Wesman total score and.describe
,

. ....

the task as being high in job structural attributes tend to
7

,
47:

produce the best quality outcomes.

The Attribute Description Scale was also emplp split

participants into those describing the task as. high and low,in

.job structural attributes.

Table 46 presents the association between Wesman scores

and average time per job. Results are particularly strong in

the low condition wherethose.who are more intelligent and

describe the job as high in structural attributes tend to work

the fastest.

Table 47 shows relationships among Cognitive style measures
- ,

and average time per job. Results are again strongest in the

IOW condition. Those who describe the task as high in job

.structural attributes exhibit the strongest relationships

,between cognitive style measures and performance.

8ti

IP
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Corre4tions of General 'Intellectual Ability,(Wesman) with

Errors Correctly Identified as a Function of High and

Low Described Job Structural Attributes (Work Itself/

Work Environment Questionnaire) by Condition and by Hoar

Errors Errors Errorg Errors' t,
'Correctly Correctly Correctly COrrectly
Identified Identified Identified, Ideritined

(Total} (Hour One) .(Hour Two) (Hour Three)

high Condition

Described as, Higha .56*
Wesman Verbal

Described as Lowa .9

Described as' High` .50
.Wesman Numerical

Described as Lowa .34
. -

Described as Higha -,

.66**
.

Wesman Total
,----- Described as Lowa .28.

Low,Conditilk

Describes Highb .

:-.11t
4 Wesman Verbal

Describe'd as ow° .51

Described as High b -.14
Wesman Numerical .

.59* vo :61* .19

.19 0.28 -.40-

, .64** .55* .23
,

.05 . '.46 -.45

- .76A** .72** .25
+

.144 .40
. -.47

.

7.40, .14 ,15
:

. '. 29 .28 :56*

-.09 1.- .02 .10

-/

.06 ,''' .15 .26
,

-.31 .10 . .15
.

.23 .27, .52

Described.as LowS .20 '-',

Described High
b

--.0
Wesman Total.

LodbDescrie as wc
0,

.45 .

n = 15.

bin = 16.

c
n = 14. *** a< ;001. -4.

+ Correlation coefficients signifiuntly different from each
I

other for those high versus low on satisfaction (p.4.015).*
0

8 3
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Table 46

Correlations of General Intellectual Ability (Wesman)

Average Time Per 'Job as a Function of High and low

Described Job Structural Attributes (Attiibute Description Scale)

By Condition and by Hour

.

Average Average, Aver'age Average
Time Time Time Time .

Per Job Per Job Per Job Per Job
(Total) (Hour One)(Hour Two)(Hour Three)

High Condition -\\..

1 t
Described as Higha

Wesman Verbal
Described as Lowa

Described as Higha
Wesman Numerical /

Described as Lowa

Described as Higha
Wesman Total

Described as Lowa

Low Condition

Described as Highb
Wesman Verbal

Described as Lowc

I

Lowc

-Described as Highb

Wesman Numerical;

Wesinan Total
.Described assHighb

Described as Low
$ ,-.

Described as Lowc

a n = 15.

-.34 .31 -.57 -.39
'.

-.14 -13 -.18 -.41
,

-.59* -.22 -.59* -.56k

-.09 .05 -.15 -.22

.12 -.7-2* -.57*

-.12 .09 -.17 -.34

.-.65* ; ..71** -:54* -.52
+

.15 .19 .02 .16-

1

-.70** -.72** -.51 -.64*

' ,-.30

-.70.** -.76**

-.29 .-.33 . '-:38

..56* ,

---,7 ,

-.58*

-.68** -.46 -.56**

b
n F 14. c n.= 16.

Correlation Coefficients' significantly different-from zero:

**
* E<.05.

*** E14...001.

Correlation coefficient significantly different from each
other for thOse describing e job as. high Ns. low.:
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Table 47
o

Co.rrelations of Cognitive Stylt Measures with Average Time Per.

Job as" a Function of High and Low Described Job-StructiLra`l

Attributes (Attribute Description Scale) by Conditiob and by Hour

Average Average Average Average
Time Time Time Time.

Per Job Per Job Per Job, Per Job
'(Total) Wour One) (Hour Two) (Hour Three)

High Condition

DescribedsaS Higha -.02 .22 -.1.4 -.08
Rod-and-Frame Test .

Described 'as Lowa .03 .32 -.-135 -.09

Described as Higha -.40 -.23 -.21 -.49
Embedded Figures Test
(Reciprocal)

Described as Lowa -;42 -.29 -.32 -.42

Low Condition

.64* .7** :50 .49'Described as High
b

Rod-and-FrameTest
Described as Lowc .32 .09 .51* .30

Described as Highb :
'Embedded Figures Test

.70** .80*** .59*
ti

51

(Reciprocal) c
Described as Low .42 .28 .51* .33

a
'n

15:

b
n = 14.

n = 16.

*

** 24:1.01.

*** pc .001.

47/

+ Correlation coefficients significantly different from each.
0

. .

other for those desdribing the job as high versus' low

#2.f
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q'ables 48 and 49 present the 'relationships among cognitive

style measures and errors correctly identified and average time

between 'jobs,, respectively. Results across both tables are

mixed with significantly stronger relationships occasionally

existing for both high and low Attribute-Description Scale,

participants.

Discussion

,Pik4ngs indicate that respontibilty, feedbatk;:and-

learning new skills were successfully, manipulated. Signifioant

difference§ were perceived' across obnditiorit according to 'both'

the. Work Itself/Work Environment Questionnaire and the Attribute
.

Description.Scale.

As was-anticipated; general intelligence, as measured.bY the

Wesman Personnel Classification Test, was strongly related tio pen:.

formance in the maintenance task. An interesting pattern-of

relationships is evident when one examines the Wesman correla 4-Ohs
,

with quantity and quality across the tw treatments. The quan

of work produced, or number of jobs completed, in the maintenance\

task was positively related to -intelligence in the low condition,,
.

while'qUality was positively related to. intelligence in the high

- .condition. 'it is possible, that' those low-condition participants

with superior cbgnitive.abilities concentrated their efforts on

sPeed, while in the high Conditio14.where 'str'ess is placed upon

feedback, learning new skills, and responsibility, it may be that

'.the-higher aptitude people concentrated their efforts upon the,..

quality ,of the work they do.

When4he,,specific aptitude, of cognitive style was related
.

the humberka jobs completed, a sharp reversal occurred

4

a
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Table 48

Correlations of Cognitive Style Measures with ErrgIrs

Correct y

I

ified as a Function of High and Low bescribed

Job Structural Attributes (Attribute Description scale-) by

Coridition and by Hour

Errors
Correctly
Identified

(Total)

Errors
Correctly
Identified
(Hour One)

Errors Errors
Correctly Correctly
Identified Identified
(Hour Two)(Hour Three)

High Condition

Described as Hiicha .28 .28 .40 -.02
Rod- and -Frame e-Test

Described as Low -.49 -.25 -.62* -.01
.-,

Described as Higha -.06 .29 -.21 -.58*
Embedded Figures Test
(Reciprocal)

Described as Low a -.45 , -.43 -'.26 -.43

Low Condition

DesCribed as Highb -.33 -.26 -.17 -.50
Rod-and-F.Xame Test

Described as Lowc -.01 .00 -.17 .12-

Described as Highb -.04 .08 -.07 -.38
' Embedded Figures Test

(Reciprocal)
Destribed as Lowc -.04 -.16 .02 -.02

a n

b
n

c n

=

=

=

15.

14.

16

Correlation coefficients significantly different from

each other for those describing the job as high versus low (E..01).
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Tabl? 49

Correlations of Cognitive Style Neaparee-vilth Average Tim
ro

BeWeen Jobs as a Function of Hig0.,A-nd Low Described

`77

StruOtural Attributes (Attribute Description Scale)

By Condition and ky Hour

Average
'time

Per Job
(Tot61)

Average
Time

Per Job
(Hour One)

Hi3h Condition

Described as Higha:.
Rod- and Frame Test

Described as Lowa

Described as Hig110°'
Embedded Figures Test
(Reciprocal)

Described as ,a

Low Condition

Degcribed as Highb
Rod-and-Frame Test

Described ag.'Lowc

Described as High
b

Embedded Figures Test
(Reciprocal)

Described as'Lovis

.07 -.07.

7.10

-.28 ,.18

118
3

Z
.o4 ,01

.26

.06

.22

Average Average
Time= Time'

P Job Per Job
ur.Two)(Hour Three)

.74***

.14,

.36.

.23 .30

-.14
.

-.20

.07, .19

.07 -.p1
9

.32

.43

a n = 15.

b n = 14.

c n F 16.

A

*14.*

Correlation coefficients significantly 'different from ,

each other for those describir the job as high *versus low (E4.05).

00

.4.

1
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across conditions'fortheEmbedded Figures Test. In the low

condition, the more field-independent individual performed better

in terms of the quantity of his output, while this pattern was

reversed in'the high conditiort: The reversal is not easily

explainable since no clear 'reason exists to believe that indi-

viduals, when performing identical tasks, will show reversed

aptitude- performance patterns across' conditions. One possible

explanation -might lie in the nature of the field-dependence/

field-independence construct. fn the high condition, the sub
\

jects were specifically told that the task was one which takes

into account a number of attributes which many people typically

see as very desirable. It is auite, possible that the more

suggestible field-dependent people were more fully convinced

that these attributes were present in the high manipulation

and that they therefore responded 'differently-to the task

relative to their fieldP-independent counterparts. In contrast,

field-independent participants may have failed to expend'as

much effort since they may not have been as convinced of the

importance and the benefits to be gained from performing well.

The same reversal is found if we compare the Embedded

Figures Test scores for the high and low condition with-average
. ,

time_per job as thecriterion. Again, we have'extremely strong

relationZhips in the-expected direction'in the low condition,

but the reverse association in 'the 'high condition running counter

to the hypothesized reationthip between the specific cognitive

.1style' aptitude and performance.
Y

4
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The self - orientation scale of the Orientation Inventory

was strongly related to average time per job. Those with the

higher self-orientation took longer to complete the job (were

least effective) in. the low condition only. This may mean that

in the lowaition, where individ ls were specifically told.

that the job did not entail responsibility, feedback, and learn-
' ,

.ing new skills, ind- ividuals with high self-orientation felt no

compulsion_ to-attempt to db the job well. A moder4.te, significant

relationship also existed in the low condition'between the

Interaction ofien*tation and the average' time taken ,to' complete

indicating that those with higher interaction ofienta:_

wire those who performed better on the task:, This finding

is 7c:t easily explained in terms of the constructs, but may be

a f-nction of the ipsative nature of thei4prientation Inventory.

Numerous significant relationships existed with learning new
.

sl--11s throughout these results. Preference fOr learning new
N

foramPle, wAs'associated with both less time,per

job and more jabs completed in the low condtition. It is
ot ;

possible that participants; with.limited perceived,opportunity
)

to learn new skills, procediked_forward apidly giving little

attention to trying to learn froFn the process they were involved

in. A second plausible explanation for,the rapid'work speed of
. ,'''' .

these individuals may lie in,. the superior abilities of those

participants who expresped-a preference far learning new skills.
-

Findings indicate that these, student subjects were both higher in

general intellectual ahility,and more field- independent than

their peers. Roth of these general and.-specific abilities have

0
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been shown earlier to substantively relate to perforrhance

quantity.

Described job structural attributes also were found'to

relate to performance outcomes and satisfaction. The g.reater

the amount of attributes described to be. part bf the task, the

;more satisfaction participants tended to express. It is also

interesting to note that,the'smaller the absolut differences

between described and preferred job attributes, the greater

the satisfaction of the participants. Evidence indicates that

the presence of learnin.gnew skills is particullerly consequential

to these'oucomes.

Described feedback was also seen to be'significantly related

to task outcomes. In the low condition, those who described

the job as having the greatest amount'of feedback worked the

slowest on the ayerage. Since no feedback was present in this

treatment, their descriptions'of the task as high in this at-

tribute may be indicative of a lack_of understanding of the task

-which also Lead to their poorer performance.

Descriptions of -the manipulate1 constructs, _ncluding

learning new'skills, can also be related to the Wesman general

intelligence scores. Cons4.stent significant negative. relation-

ships indicate that the more intelligent participants were

least likely to perceive the task as possessing the manipulated

jobseructuraa attributes. As would be-Vpected,this relation-:

ship was strongest ia
4
the loW.condition. it .appears

. ,
,e

that -those people who were brighter did n6t believe that the jobs

had the attributes of learning new skills; feedback, and responsi-
,

". a
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bility. This may be because they correctly perceived the tasks.

Alternatively, the obtained relationship ay have resulted ilrom

a contrast effect. This latter explenat n seems viable if one
1

assumes that more intelligent people are typically involved-in'

more demanding, enriched tasks and used these as their standards

when judging the laboratory jobs.

A

It appears that participants may have turned out ,less

work when the types o rewards they desired were not provided.

FocexaMp1e, in the nonehriqed low condition, thCs.e,d-esi-rt-ITT
.

0

recognition, as measured by the Job Orientation Inventory,'

`tended to take the longest average time per jdb and 'omplete

the fewest tasks. Similarly, those high condition partici- '

santsinclicatingtieisrhest orientation toward pay also tensed

to.oroduce the least amount of work.

Data supporting the Cailson et al. (1969) theory of ability

to performance correlations as' mediated by safigt-atrtt5HgEbies

was obta ed for this ejority of the comparAbns

across high and"low satis.f-ectiongroups are consistent with -

the Carlson et al.,U969) findings that ability-performance

correlations are stronger for highly satisfied individuals.

Recognizing the importance of satisfaction in mediating

4 ability - performance relationships, an attempt was made to

more precisely specify task charadteristics which could be

emplqyed to achieve com rable-outcomes. The results seem

to indicate that dividing participants in terms of their

descriptions of the job structural attributes possessed by
.

44;4
-

tasks also provides a strong mediation of ability-performance
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relationships. These findings make itupossible to employ more.:

Specific task attributes, versus satisfaction in general, in

attempting to identify those' characteristics to be employed in

examing ability-performance associations.

This study has demonstrated the strong interactive effects

of perceived task characteristics and individual differences in

abilities and preferences on performance and task satisfaction.

A wide range of individual characteristics, as measured in this

study, clearly needs to be considered by both researchers
/'

and

practitioners during ,future job design investigations.

C

eft

1
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Appendix A

Task Procedure Booklet

GENERAL EQUIPMENT INSTRUCTIONS

The task you are to performds a simulation of maintenance

work on complex electrOnics equipment. Your duties and

functions will be similar to those Of an Aviation Electronics'

Equipment Maintenance Specialist. The task consists of locating

needed repairs by isolating defects in computer test runs of

complex electronics equipment. Emphasis in this type of work

is on identifying problem areas so that modules can be replaced

rather than on the actual replacement which is accomplished by

others substitutin new parts for the units you indicate are

defective. YourYour job consists of working thiough several stages

of, diagnostic information beginning,with the detection of

general prOblem sy4toms.and ending with the lOcation of the.

most basic circuit(s) respoOsible for the malfunctioning of

the equipment.
. :

The Computer test runs of. the equipment for which yOu

-rave special expertise are in the form of card decks. The

first yellow card in each deck contains an identification

number. Each deck is divided into four parts: a yellow

"Job Identification Card," a green "Malfunction Symptoms

Section," a white "Components Section," and a blue "Circuits

Section."

N
4

9'8

r



:High Job Structural Attribute Condition

Four different kinds of electronics equipment have been

simulated using computer card decks. You will concentrate

your work on one of these equipment types so that you'can

fully understand how it operates and the wide variety of mal-

functions which are common to it. The existence of this diver-

sity fortunately makes your job potentially more interesting.

The nature of the simulated equipment on which you will be

working and the source of each individual job is specified on

the Yelrow."Job Identification Card" located at the front of
17.

every deck.

As time passes, you will probably.find this maintenance

task gets easier as you learn the problem solving skills it

reauires. For Many, of you, this job Will provide a unique

opportunity to learn a valuable systematic approach to problem

solving. We .believe the skills that "you will learn can be
Ns,

generalized to other areas of your life and shoulaake you-

mare effective in solving problems which are of importance to

you personally.

After training, you will have both the expertise and theN
test equipment heeded to repair all malfunctions in the equip-

ment you work on. Since you will have the ability to finish_

the whole job from beginning to end, you will be fully respon-

sible for whether malfunctions are.corrected, enabling the

simulated equipment to function properly when it is-tested

after repair operations are completed.
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Low Job Structural Attribute Condition

Although equipment decks are presented to you ih their

entirety, your job consists of diagnosing problems in those

areas for which you have special expertie. The equipment

areas for which you are responsive are designated by the Com-

ponent Letters printed on the first card of your pink "Equipment

Test Deck.' You always do the sameijob following the same

routine methods.

.Unfortunately, because the Autine 1-epetitive nature of

this task is probably unlike any that you will be involved in

again, we realize that you will.learn little here which will

be useful to you in your personal life.' It is probable that

-you already possess the basic skills required to perform this

job and need only to become familiar with the repetitive pat-

terns involved. 4

Even when you have correctlycompleted the workon your

section of a piece of equipment, it is unfortunately still not

'-apossible for you to know if it has been restored to.working

order since a prbblem:M.4 exist in another area of speciali-

zation. Because of this, you are only partially responsible

for whether equipment- functions correctly after you have

'finished work on it.

Your. performance will be evaluated in terms of the quantity

---
., -

nd qualitL--yof your work. The most serious, and costly error
u.

you can make is failing to detect a malfunctibrving element,

yrhj.ch eXistS in an equipment deck. '

IP r. "."1
,..

- .r , ,I. U tJ Rt- .

4

I
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Errors in your work will also be recorded (1) if you

report as malfunctioning elements which are in good working

order, (2) *if you return an equipment deck to the finished sobs

table with its elements out of the correct numeric working

order, or (3) if you writb down the errors that you find in such
- 4

an illegible fashion that they cannot be interpreted and acted

upon by the parts replacergent expert.

High Job Structural Attribute Condition

As soon as all maintenance work is completed, the jobs you

have worked on will be tested to determine if previously exist-

'ing defective circuits have been identified. You will then be .

given feedback information regarding the amount and auality of

your work relative to the performance of others on )his job.

Low struCtural At%ibute.Condition'

Vnfortunately/ the time required-to test all the. equipment

decks you work on and-evaluate tie results of the repairs you

suggest is Such that it will not: befhasible to give you feed -

back regarding your pe(formance. '0Althou§h we can determine if

.the total equipment deck functions'properlyafter work

pleted by all specialists, it is difficult to identify which of

you is at fault if it does not operate. Therefore, We will not
<

4
be able to give you informationregarding the success of yQur

,individual effotts. a

i 0 .L.4
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All equipment decks will have the elements in the right

working order when presented to you. Jobs to be completed 4

should always be worked on in.the exact numeric order in which

they are presented to ybli. Specifically, you should work first

on the job which is-closest to you on the "Jobs to be Completed

Table" to your right.

Low Job Structural Attribute Condition

When equipment decks are presented to you, they will sonie-

times contain message cards inserted in a vertical position.-

These cards indicate Which other specialists have,previously

worked on each job. -Please leave these cards in the equipment

decks as you find them since they provide a list of tife spe
cialists that.have previously worked on a job and a partial

retord of results fpund up to that point..

If you must, for emergency reasons, leave the room at any

time, please press the number 4.button on the ReSponse Button

Console mounted on theswall before' leaving your work station.

When.you return; please again press the number 4 button before

,resuming work..

Several times during you work here, the experimenter will ;

hand you a sheet with ."Time Estimation" written in big lettef-s

at the top. When this happens,
,

you should immediately press

the i11imberi button oa Your Response Button Cob le, read the

instructions provided, ;,7n7a'fill'in the requested information.

When,you have coeipleted"filling out this sheet, return-it to

the experimenter, again press the number
.

4 button on your

Response Button Console, and resume work on youi current job.

where you left off.
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Appendix B'

Summary ofAnalysis of Variance for

Aver.age Time Per Job as a Function of

,cob Stiuctural Attribute Condition and Hours

Source of Variation df SS MS

Total 179 7401132.49

Between Subjects (S) 59 5449640.75

Treatment Condition (C) 1 90602.75 90602.

S' within C 58 5359038.00 92397.

Within S 120 1951491.74

Hours (H) 2 28625.30 14312.

C x' H 2 72817.44 36408.

S x H within C 116 1850049.00 15948.

Summary of Analysis of Variance for

-Errors Correctly Identified as a Function of

Job Structural Attiibute Condition and Hours

Source of Variation df` SS MS

Total 179 244.6567

Between Subjects (S) 54 131.9322

Ti'eatment Condition (C) 1 .0451

S within C 56 131.8871 2.2739

Within S 0 120 112.7245

Hours (H) 2 .3747 .1874

,c x H 2 .3792 .1895

S x H within C 116 111.9706 .9653,

100.
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Appendix d

Correlation Matrix of Criterion Measures

For the 'High Treatment Conditiona

Number
of Jobs

Completed

Average
Time

Per Job

Average
Time

Between
Jobs

.

errors
Correctly
Identified

Average Time
Per Job

Average Tim?
Between Jobs

Errors Correctly
Identified'

Work Satisfaction

-.97***

.14

-.33

.21

-.2Y

.31

-.26

-.27

.15 -.37*

an= 30.

*

*** E<.001.

Correlation Matrix of Criterion Measures

Fbr the Low Treatment Conditiona

Average
Number , Average Time Errors
of Jobs Time Between Correctly

, Completed Rer Job Jobs Identified

AVerige Time
Per Job

Average Time
Between Jobs

Errgrs Correctly
Identified

Work Satisfaction

..%95***

-.06

7.26

.08

.,08

.22

-.06

.28 ,

-.28 -.26

an= 30.

*k* . 001 .
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Appendix D

'Correlation of Attribute Description Scales (ADS) with

BiographiCal Information by ConditiOna

_ Attribdte Description Scale
Biographical .

Inventory Responsibility
S,cale:

Learning
New Skills

,

Feedback
.

.

Total

Career Motivation

High Condition .33' .43* .4.0* .52**

Low Condition .09 .15 ..11

Personal Relations

High Condition .55** .03 -.02 .22

Low Condition .19 -.10 .03 .14

Personal Effort

High Condition .11 -.25 .03

Low Condition .32 .20 .31 .33

Self-Confidence

High Condition .18 .00 .07 .09

Low Condition. .06 -.16 -.03 -.12

n = 30 for each group.

E < .o5.

E<. 01.
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/ Correlations of Attribute Description Scales with

" a
The Survey of Work Values by Condition

Survey of Attribute Description Scale
Work

a.

....

Values
Scale: ', Responsibility

Learning
New SkillS ,Fe'edback Total

Earnings .

High Condition .06 .37* -nS
,..

.16

Low Condition .30' -.03 Al .31

Social Status

High Condition .19 .37* .37* .42**
+ . +

Low,Condition .17 -.23 -.19 -.04

Upward Striving

High Condition .22 .14 .05 .19

Low Condition .11 -.18 -.09 .10

..ActiVity Preference

High Condition .08 .10 .10 .13 -0

Low Condition -.07 -.09 -.17. -.07

'Job Involvement

High Condition .02 .17 -.01 411

Low Condition -.22 -.24 -.24 7.26

Pride in Work

High Condition .10 .08 .02 .09

Low Conditign -.2.4 -.33 -.33

Intrinsic,'
ON

High Condition .09 .14 / .05 :14

Low Condition -.25 -.32 -.28

.1

..
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(Cbiltinued)
I ,

Survey of
<ritributeDescription ScaleWork

96

Values Learning
Scale: ResponsibilityNew Skills -'Feedback Tota4..

Extrinsic

..49***.
, -High Condition' ,16 :02 .37t

+-
?N

8

tow Condition .28 ' -.14 -.09

a-
n = 30 for' each group.

'* E .05.

*k E4 .01.

+ Correlation coefficients,significantly different from each,

other for the two tasks (2. < .05) .

4.6..

4

10

S
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Corrpirtions of Attr'ibute Description Scales wi h

Job Orientation InventoiTScales by Conditiona

Job, Attribute Description Scale
"DrientatioK Learning

',Inventory Responsibility New Skills
.Scale:

Adhievement . ,'

High Condition, .24

.Lbw Condition -.02

RedpOns2bi1Ay
21 .

' ,High Conditron .08

Low Condition '204

GrPWth:,

High;Copdition"7.25.

LQw conditiOn . ,

I

.17

.06

eedblk Total

.30 .48**
'+

-.30 -.19

.28

'-.06

.36* .06

-.35 -.44*
6

Recognition :

'High Conditidn

LoW Condit; on'
:

S'atue .-
-

. .

High Copdition .53**'

- Low Condition .17

Interpersonal Relations
. :

High ConditAOn,-.07'

Low Condition -.04

.39*
44%

n

.05'
3

.,,'"..-:-.19 ,

-.21

.21,
,

-.05.

.35

.

....

.26

-.09

.21

.35

A.

.32

.32

. -.01

.08. a J.-

:'s, r b.

Pay .

,

High Condition -AI -.16

Low Condition -.06 -.18

214

- -.15 -.02

/
yi



(Continued)

er'

.98

Job Attgibute.DescriPtion Scale
Orientation
Inventory Responsibility New Skills Feedback
Scale:

-Total,

Job Security ,
-,

-High Condition -.07 -.30
+

-.631i
+

-.41* C
Low Condition- T.25 '.39*. -.02 -.05

.

'Family . o

HighCondition -.-07 .28 ..20 . .21
4 ,

Low Condition ; .32 .2E- . -.24 '.48*t.
.

Hobbie.S.4

High Condition .28' .-.52** , -.41* -.5.6***
+ +

Low Condition .06 ,.1131
r' .0:11: .06

a n = 30 for each groUp.

Correlation coefficients' significantly different from zero:

Correlation coefficients, sighificantly different'from each .

:;-other, for the two conditions:

+ E<.01.

# .05.

109

.
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Appendix E

Correlations of Absolute Value of the Difference of

Attribute Desctiption Scale Minds Attribute

Preference Scale with Biographical Information by Conditiona

Biographical
-rmientori Learning
Scale: Responsibility New Skills Feedback Total

Difference Score

Career Motivation

High Condition -.14

Low Condition -.18

Personal Relations

-.36*

-.10

-.41*

-.14

-.50**

-.20

High Condition -.15 .00 -.07

Low.Condition .20 .21 -.04 .19

Personal Effort

High Condition -.14 -.11. .30 .03

Low Condition .05 710 -.07

I
Self-Confidence

High Condition -.49** .09 -.24 -.22

Low Condition .05 .16 -.19 , .04

a
h = 30 for each group..

* 24 .05.

** E< .01.

110
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Corrdlations of Absolute Value of the Differences of

Attribute DeScription Scales Minus Attribute Preference Scale

With the Job Orientation Inventory Scales by Condltlona

Job DifferenCe Score
Orientatio.
Inventory Learning

Responsibility New Skills Feedback Total

Achievement

High Condition -.38* -.49** -.20 ...57***
.0 .1. i

,Low Condition .19 .55** .08 , .45* .

Responsibility

High Condition -.18 -.65 -.38* -.29

Ltlw Condition -.08 .08 -.23 -.08

GroKth

High Condition ..16 -.03 -.33 -.13

Low Condition, .05
.

.58*** .19 .46*

Redognition -

,High Condition -.1.8 -.43* .28 -.21

Low Condition -.07 -.42* -.02 -.30

Status

High Conditions -.15 .04 -.43* -.24

Low Condition -.07 -.42* -.02 -.30

Interpersonal
Relationships

High Condition -.05 .21 -.1Q .08

Low Condition .06 -.22 -.27 -.21
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(Continued,)

10i

Job Difference Score
. Orientation
Inventory Learning

Scale: Responsibility New Skills FeedbaCk 'Total'

Pay

High Condition .26

Low Condition .27
.

Job Security

High Condition .30

Low Condition .40

.09 .36*

.07 .15
0

:.

.23 1 .56***1

.-.29 .30

. 1

Family

High. Condition .10 -.24

Law Condition -.24 -.14

Hobbiesi

: .

Low Condition -.,10.
e

33

.22

.54**

.1L

-.16 -.21

-.14 -.25

.24 5 .45*

-.01 -.01 -.06

a n = 30'for each gro r .

Coirelation coefficients significantly different from zero:

.*

*

* *

*

*

1

E<.05.

E<.01.,

E<.001.

s
1

4.

Correlation coefficients significantly different from each

other fOr the two conditions:
..

'4- E4.05.,

# 24=.001.
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